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Abstract: The conventional rough set theory based on complete information systems 
stems from the observation that objects with the same characteristics are 
indiscernible according to available information. Although rough sets theory 
has been applied in many fields, the use of the indiscernibility relation may be 
too rigid in some real situations. Therefore, several generalizations of the 
rough set theory have been proposed some of which extend the indiscernibility 
relation using more general similarity or tolerance relations. In this paper, after 
discussing several extension models based on rough sets for incomplete 
information, a novel relation based on thresholds is introduced as a new 
extension of the rough set theory, the upper-approximation and the lower 
approximation defined on this relation are proposed as well. Furthermore, we 
present the properties of this extended relation. The experiments show that this 
relation works effectively in incomplete information and generates rational 
object classification. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Rough set theory (Pawlak, 1982), which has been developed by Z.Pawlak 
and his co-workers since the early 1980s, has recently received more and 
more attention as a means of knowledge discovery. Rough set is a kind of 
mathematical tool, which is used to depict incompletion and uncertainty of 
the information. We can discover the connotative knowledge and the 
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underlying rules through its analyzing and reasoning for the data (Yin et al., 
2001). 

In the classical rough set theory the information system must be complete. 
However, in the real world some attribute values may be missing due to 
errors in the data measure, the limitation of data comprehension as well as 
neglects during the data registering process. Therefore, several 
generalizations of the rough sets theory have been proposed to deal with the 
incomplete information systems. The LERS system first transforms an 
incomplete information system into complete information system, then 
generate rules (Chmielewski et al., 1998). Kryszkiewicz proposed a new 
method which produces rules from incomplete information system directly, 
he extended some concepts of the rough set theory in the incomplete 
information system, studied the tolerance relation in his papers 
(Kryszkiewicz, 1998; Kryszkiewicz, 1999). Stefanowski presented an 
extended rough set theory model based on similarity relations and tolerance 
relations (Stefanowski et al., 1999). In the paper (Yin et al., 2006), the 
constrained dissymmetrical similarity relation is introduced and showed that 
it is between the tolerance relation and the similarity relation. Another model 
based on constrained similarity relations was defined in the paper (Wang, 
2002). 

In this paper, several present extension models of rough set under 
incomplete information systems are discussed. Then the concept of threshold 
based similarity relation as a new extension of rough sets theory is 
introduced, and the upper-approximation and lower-approximation are 
redefined. Furthermore, the properties of this relation are discussed also. The 
experiments show that the proposed threshold based similarity relation can 
effectively process incomplete information and generate rational object 
classes. By threshold man can easily control the partition of universe in some 
way. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follow: Section 2 introduces several 
extension models based on rough sets theory under incomplete information 
systems. Section 3 presents a concept of threshold based similarity relation 
as a new extension of rough sets theory and discusses its properties. Section 
4 shows some examples. Finally, we conclude the paper with a summary in 
Section 5. 

2. SEVERAL EXTENSION MODELS 

Knowledge representation in rough set theory is done via information 
systems, which are a form of data table. 

Definition 1. Structure I =<U Ω Vq, fq>q∈Ω is called an information 

system where: 
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1. U is a nonempty and finite set of a group objects (or instances), called 
the universe of discourse, Assume the number of the objects is n, then U can 

be denoted to : U {x1 ,x2, ..., xn}, 

2. Ω is a nonempty and finite set which contains finite attributes, Assume 

the number of the attributes is m, then it can be denoted to : Ω {q1, q2,..., 

qm}, 
3. For each q ∈Ω, Vq is enumerated domain of the attribute q , 
4. For each q ∈Ω, fq is a information function, fq: U!Vq, such that 

∀x∈U, ∃y∈Vq, fq(x)=y. 
The information system with such a domain Vq that contains missing 

values represented by “*” is an incomplete information system. 
To process and analyze the incomplete information system, Kryszkiewicz  

proposed the tolerance relation T as follows (Kryszkiewicz, 1999): 

))()((*))((*))(((),((Uyx, yfxfyfxfyxT bbbbBbB =∨=∨=∀⇔∀ ∈∈  

The tolerance relation T satisfies the reflexivity and symmetry, but not 

transitivity. The lower-approximation
T

BX  and upper-approximation
T

BX  can be 

defined as: 
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Where 

)},(|{)( yxTUyyxI BB ∧∈=  (2) 

Stefanowski and others proposed a dissymmetrical similarity relation S. 
))()((*))(((),((Uyx, yfxfxfyxS bbbBbB =∨=∀⇔∀ ∈∈

 

Obviously, the relation S is dissymmetrical, but transferable and 

reflexive. Also, Stefanowski defined the lower-approximation 
S

BX  and the 

upper-approximation 
S

BX  of the set X⊆U based on the dissymmetrical 
similarity relation S (Stefanowski et al., 1998): 
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It can be proved that the lower-approximation and upper-approximation of 
the object set X which is based upon the dissymmetrical similarity relation S 
is an extension to which is based upon the tolerance relation T . 

In the paper (Yin et al., 2006), we presented a constrained dissymmetrical 
similarity relation C, which is defined as:  
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Where: 
*)})((*))((|{),( ≠∧≠∧∈= yfxfBbbyxP bbB

 

Obviously, relation C is reflexive, but not symmetric and transferable. The 

lower- approximation 
C

BX  and upper-approximation 
C

BX  based on the 

constrained dissymmetrical similarity relation C is defined: 

)(})(|{ xRXXxRUxxX
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Here, 
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Theorem 1. Information system I=<U Ω Vq, fq>q∈Ω, X⊆U, B⊆Ω, 

(1) C

B

T

B XX ⊆ ; 
T

B

C

B XX ⊆  

(2)
S

B

C

B XX ⊆ ; 
C

B

S

B XX ⊆  

Theorem 1 shows that the constrained dissymmetrical similarity relation 
is just between tolerance relation and similarity relation (Yin et al., 2006).  

3. THRESHOLD-BASED SIMILARITY RELATION 

In the paper (Yin et al., 2006), the second kind of situation of relation C is 
one in which the object x and y must have the same definite attribute value 
in at least one attribute. But with the incensement of the attribute number in 
data sets, this kind of condition still appeared quite loosely .Therefore, we 
have the necessity to introduce a threshold value, ratio of the number of 
attributes that has the same definite attribute value for object x and y to the 
number of all attributes. By adjusting the threshold values, to a certain 
extent, man can flexibly determine the class of the objects to meet the needs 
for practical applications in the areas of data mining. 

Definition 2. Assume that information system I=<U, Ω, Vq fq>q∈Ω, B⊆Ω 

and is a nonempty, the threshold based similarity relation Α  can be defined 
as: 

))))()(()),((()
||

),(
((*))((),((Uyx, yfxfyxPb

B

yxP
xfyx bbBBb

B
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Where: 

*)})((*))((|{),( ≠∧≠∧∈= yfxfBbbyxP bbB  

10 ≤≤ α  
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The lower-approximation and upper-approximation based on the threshold 
based similarity relation Α  can be defined in the following. 

Definition 3. Assume that information system I= U Ω Vq, fq q∈Ω, 

X⊆U, B⊆Ω and is a nonempty, the lower- approximation 
Α

BX  and upper-

approximation 
Α

BX  based on the threshold based similarity relation Α  can 
be defined as: 

)(})(|{ xRXXxRUxxX B
Bx

BBB

Α

∈

ΑΑΑ
∪=⊆∧∈=  (7) 

Here, 

)},(|{)()},(|{)( xyUyyxRyxUyyxR BBBB Α∧∈=Α∧∈=
ΑΑ  (8) 

Theorem 2. Information system I=<U Ω, Vq, fq>q∈Ω, X⊆U, B⊆Ω and is a 

nonempty, 10 ≤≤ α .Then 
(1) If 0=α , then ),(),( yxTyx BB =Α ; 

(2) If ||/10 B≤< α , then ),(),( yxCyx BB =Α ; 

(3) If 1||/1 ≤< αB , then
C

BB
C

BB XXXX ⊆⊇
ΑΑ

, ; 

(4) If 1||/1 21 ≤≤≤ ααB , then 1212 ,
ΑΑΑΑ

⊆⊇ BBBB XXXX  

Proof. (1) According to the definitions of relation T and relation Α , it is 
obvious that If 0=α , then ),(),( yxTyx BB =Α   

 (2)For any object x and y of U, if ||/10 B≤< α , then 

∅≠⇔≥ ),(
||

),(
yxP

B

yxP
B

B α . By the definition 2 and the definition of 

constrained dissymmetrical similarity relation we have 

),(),( yxCyx BB =Α  

(3)Let 1||/1 ≤< αB , for any object x and y of U, 

if ∅≠⇒≥ ),(
||

),(
yxP

B

yxP
B

B α , so 
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)()()()( xRxRxRxR
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By the definitions above we can conclude: 
 
 

(4) When 1||/1 21 ≤≤< ααB , it is evident that  

)
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  )),(),(()),(),(( 12,12, xyxyyxyx BBUyxBBUyx Α⇒Α∀Α⇒Α∀ ∈∈  

)()()()(
1212 xRxRxRxR BBB

A

B

ΑΑΑ
⊆⊆   

According to the definitions above we have the following conclusion: 
1212 ,

ΑΑΑΑ
⊆⊇ BBBB XXXX  

In the classical rough set theory, the lower-approximation and the upper 
approximation of the object set are defined by equivalence relation. In 
incomplete information systems, the tolerance relation and the similarity 
relation can be seen as an extension of equivalence relation. From theorem 2, 
we can see that the threshold based similarity relation proposed in this paper 
is an extension of the tolerance relation and the constrained dissymmetrical 
similarity relation. 

4. EXAMPLES 

We use two examples to analyze the threshold based relation proposed 
above, one of which is an incomplete information system from the paper 
(Stefanowski et al., 1999) and the other is a data set from the UCI Machine 
Learning Repository. 

Table 1. An example of the incomplete information system 

A a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10 a11 a12 

C1 3 2 2 * * 2 3 * 3 1 * 3 

C2 2 3 3 2 2 3 * 0 2 * 2 2 

C3 1 2 2 * * 2 * 0 1 * * 1 

C4 0 0 0 1 1 1 3 * 3 * * * 

D Φ Φ Ψ Φ Ψ Ψ Φ Ψ Ψ Φ Ψ Φ 

Firstly, the incomplete information system  is given in Table 1, where U is 
the set of objects denoted as U = {a1, a2 . . . , a12} and B is the set of 
condition attributes denoted as {C1, C2, C3, C4}, D is the decision attribute, 
“*” denotes the missing value. Assume that X = {a1, a2, a4, a7, a10, a12} 
(Stefanowski et al., 1999). 
 (1)If 0=α , then we can conclude: 

},,,,,,,,,,{ 12111098754321 aaaaaaaaaaaXXXX
T

BB
T

BB ====
ΑΑ φ

(2)If 25.00 ≤< α , then we can conclude: 

},,,,,,,,,{}{ 121110975432110 aaaaaaaaaaXXaXX
C

BB
C

BB ====
ΑΑ

(3)If 5.025.0 ≤< α , then we can conclude: 

},,,,,,,{},,{ 12975432111101 aaaaaaaaXaaaX BB ==
ΑΑ  

 (4)If 75.05.0 ≤< α , then we can conclude: 

},,,,{},,,,,,{ 129321111087541 aaaaaXaaaaaaaX BB ==
ΑΑ
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(5)If 175.0 ≤< α , then we can conclude: 

},,{},,,,,,{ 321121110,87541 aaaXaaaaaaaaX BB ==
ΑΑ

 

Obviously, with 1||/1 ≤< αB , we have  
C

BB
C

BB XXXX ⊆⊇
ΑΑ

, . 

Moreover, if 1||/1 21 ≤≤≤ ααB , then 
1212 ,

ΑΑΑΑ
⊆⊇ BBBB XXXX  

Secondly, we choose a data set named shuttle-landing-control which is 
concerned about Space Shuttle Autolanding Domain from the UCI Machine 
Learning Repository. In order to validate its ability in dealing with practiced 
problems, we made some appropriate modification in it: replacing some real 
values with missing values randomly at the ratio of less than 15%. Just as the 
following Table.2. 
Table 2. Modified shuttle-landing-control data set 

A a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10 a11 a12 a13 a14 a15 

C1 * 2 1 1 1 * 1 1 1 * 1 1 * 1 1 

C2 * * 2 1 3 * 4 4 4 3 * 3 3 3 3 

C3 * * * * 2 * * * * * 1 1 1 1 1 

C4 * * * * 2 * * * * 1 * 2 * 1 2 

C5 * * * * * * 1 2 * 1 * 1 * 3 3 

C6 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 * 1 * 1 1 1 

D Φ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ Ψ Φ 

For this data set, let X⊆U, B⊆Ω and is a nonempty, by the calculation we 
can also draw all conclusions of theorem 2. 

The experiment results show that the threshold based similarity relation 
proposed in this paper is an extension of the tolerance relation and the 
constrained dissymmetrical similarity relation, that is, the tolerance relation 
and the constrained dissymmetrical similarity relation are a special case of 
the threshold based similarity relation. This relation makes objects’ 
classification more reasonable, and it is more practicable and flexible than 
the present. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Using standard rough set theory we may describe complete information 
systems. However many real-life data sets for data analysis usually contain a 
mass of missing values. So, the research how to acquire knowledge from 
such an incomplete information system has become a hotspot.  

In this paper, after analyzing several present models based on rough sets 
for incomplete information systems, we propose an extended model under 
the threshold based similarity relation. From both the theoretically proof and 
experiments it can be seen that the rough set model based on the threshold 
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based similarity relation is classifies more reasonable and flexible than that 
based on tolerance relation or constrained dissymmetrical similarity relation. 
By threshold man can easily control the partition of universe in some way. 
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